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Michigan’s Licensing and Regulatory Affairs Department
Through a team-based approach to employee engagement and
improving customer service, the RPM initiative exceeded its goals in
the past year:

 Improved LARA
business customers’
perception of our
regulatory climate by
34% (Goal – 25%)
 Improved the
department’s
customer response
time in key processes
by 77% (Goal – 50%)
 Reduced the number
of LARA forms by
62% (Goal – 50%)

The following are a 3 simple tools LARA’s process
improvement teams use to measure improvement.

Customer Value Structure (CVS)
CVS is an organized approach to defining customer needs and values and evaluating
the effectiveness of the process in meeting those needs. It takes into account what the
customer values; how important the values are; and the performance rating of the
process with respect to meeting customer needs.
Helps customers make their feelings of satisfaction more quantifiable. CVS
helps improvement team identify what to change.

HOW TO:
1.

Ask the Customer to Identify 3-5 Key “Customer Needs” of the Process

2.

Determine “Value %” of Each Individual Need (all values need to add up to
100)

3.

Rate the “Performance” of Each Need
(scale is 0.0 to 1.0)

4.

“Score” = Value X Performance

5.

“Gap” = Value – Score

Customer: John Doe
Process: ABC Bank - Fund Distribution Process
Customer Needs

Value
(%)

Performance
As-Is: .5
To-Be:
As-Is: .8
To-Be:

No fees associated with Transaction

20

24/7 access to ATM

40

Close Proximity
 Location with 5 miles of home

10

As-Is:
To-Be:

Online banking

30

As-Is: .4
To-Be:

100

.2

Score

Gap

10

10

32

8

2

8

12

18

Calculating Process Response Time

PROCESS STEPS = Task used to produce a product or service

TASK

TASK

TASK

Inside every step there are at least 3 elements to
capture:
 Task Name
 Hands on Time (HOT)
 Delay Time


HOT

TASK

DELAY

To calculate cost you can record the “who” is doing the task and the number of
people required to complete the task.
Who

Process Time = The total time from beginning to end of a process.

Wait

Wait

1 hour
8 hours
Example: Total Process Time
= (5 min + 1 hour + 10 min
+ 8 hrs + 3 hrs) = 13 Hours and 5 Min

Instructions for Gathering Time Date Profile
1. Create Process Map
2. Interview those who do the tasks concerning the following data.
3. For each step record:
a. Hands-On Time (HOT) Actual time spent working on a task
b. DELAY Time
c. WAIT time between tasks when no work is being done.
d. Delay time within the task that delay’s task completion
4. Calculate the time for the whole process with simple addition.

Ways to See Options for Improvement:
1. Eliminate a wait time
Eliminate a wait:

Task

Task

Task

Wait

2. Eliminate a task
Eliminate a task:

Task

Task

Task

Wait
1 hour

3. Eliminate a Delay:
Eliminate a delay:

Task

Delay + Task +
Wait
1 hour

Delay

Task

Calculating Small Changes = Big Impact
Sometimes there are small changes to the process and you want to just calculate how that
change will save time for the customer but may not reduce the total process time ….
We use the PERT analysis from project management methodology. PERT is a reliable
calculation to tells you the average time of something.
PERT = (O + 4M + P) ÷ 6
Optimistic time (O): The minimum possible time required to accomplish a task, assuming everything
proceeds better than is normally expected
Pessimistic time (P): The maximum possible time required to accomplish a task, assuming everything
goes wrong (but excluding major catastrophes).
Most likely time (M): The estimate of time required to accomplish a task, assuming everything proceeds
as normal.

From Customer Interviews

Most
Key Changes Reflected In

Optimistic

Likely

Pessimistic

The New Process

Time

Time

Time

Customers will not have to take
temperature readings.

10 min

20 min

45 min

5 per day

Customers will not have to
generate a report

1 hr

1hr 15 min

2 hours

2 per month

Number of
instance a Time
Period

Total savings per
instance for the
customer

112.5 min a day

PERT = (10 min+ 4*20min +45 min) ÷ 6 = 22.5 min an instance multiplied by number of
instances =112.5 min a day

